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Cluster RCTs in CCM



What is a Cluster RCT?

Cluster randomised trials are experiments in 
which clusters of individuals rather than 
independent individuals are randomly 

allocated to groups



Cluster trial designs
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Good reasons to do a cluster?

•To study interventions that are applied to 
groups of patients and not individuals

•To enhance subject compliance with 
intervention

•To avoid treatment group contamination

•Minimise selection bias (clinician selection or 
consent based)

•Ability to study individual and cluster level 
outcomes



Not so good reasons to do a cluster RCT

•Administrative convenience

•To obtain cooperation from investigators

•Ethical considerations



Stepped wedge

•Prior belief that the intervention will do more 
good than harm – ethics of exclusion

•Logistical, practical or financial constraints to 
simultaneous intervention

•Evaluating a public policy intervention that is 
being rolled-out before effectiveness 
demonstrated

•When you want to model the effect of time or 
length of intervention on effectiveness



Subgroups of cluster RCTs
The stepped wedge design
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Methodological advantages of 
cluster RCT

•Enables RCT approach in situations where 
parallel design not possible

•Can model the effect of time of intervention 
on effectiveness

•Can model the effect of length of intervention 
on effectiveness



Methodological disadvantages 
of cluster RCT

•Limited ability to minimise baseline 
differences between groups

•Heterogeneity within and between clusters 
make analysis challenging (adjusted analysis) 

•Blinding difficult (greater risk of bias)

•Cluster level education and implementation

•Requires extensive data collection, so best 
where routine data are to be used



Major disadvantage

•The inflation of power calculations



Can you do a power 
calc for my new cRCT?

p= 0.05

80%

50%

3%

I’ll need an alpha

I’ll need a beta

I’ll need a CER

I’ll need a delta

You will need 5831 patients
WTF…

#@&ξ

And now you have to 
multiply by the design effect

Yes, you now need 23,000 
patients

The what?????



Power in individual vs cluster RCTs

Individual 
patient

Cluster RCT Stepped 
wedge

Cross over

Alpha 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

Beta 80% 80% 80% 90%

Delta 3.5% 3.5% 3.5% 3.5%

ICC 0.01 0.01 0.01

Inter-period 
correlation

0.005

Centres 25 100 25 32

Gamma 6,000 23,000 23,000 14,500



How do I calculate design effect?

•From the ICC

•Previous studies (poor)

•Existing high quality databases

•Datasets from previous RCTs

•Guess (very poor)

•Manipulate to drive study number down 
(very suspect)













The gate keeper





How do I read and interpret a 
cluster RCT?

With care!



Reading and interpreting a 
cluster RCT

• Did authors justify the use of a cluster design?

• Watch out for table 1! (baseline differences)

• Is the ICC and “ICC of convenience”?

• How and when did randomisation occur

• Remember- lack of blinding when analysing outcomes

• Check analysis plan- make sure analysis adjusted

• Do outcomes refer to individual / cluster level / both

• How do you evaluate external validity?



Examples of cluster RCTs in CCM























Secular trends in Stepped wedge
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Results of analysis of cRCTs in CCM 
(Cook et al)

•Half of studies failed to account for the effects 
of clustering when calculating sample size

•Studies rarely calculate the number of clusters 
and patients required to achieve a pre-specified 
effect size

•Blinding was poorly reported and limits the 
ability to assess the methodological quality of 
individual studies

•No consensus on appropriate analysis plan



Conclusions of analysis of cRCTs
in CCM (Cook et al)

•Existing methods within cRCTs in CCM are 
often inadequate and do not reach the 
proposed standard

•Despite the CONSORT extension providing 
clearer guidance on how cRCTs should be 
conducted greater clarity is still required



Conclusions

• cRCT must only be used in specific situations

• But they are very useful in these situations

• They have significant limitations and a often very 
large and expensive

• They are poorly performed and analysed in CCM


